
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

MARTIN MUBANGA, et al. )
)

Petitioners, )
)

v. )
)

GEORGE W. BUSH, )
President of the United States, et al., )

Respondents. )
)

Civil Action No. 04-CV-1144 (RWR)

DECLARATION OF JAMES R. CRISFIELD JR.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I, Commander James R. Crisfield Jr., Judge Advocate

General’s Corps, United States Navy, hereby state that to the best of my knowledge, information

and belief, the following is true, accurate and correct:

1. I am the Legal Advisor to the Combatant Status Review Tribunals. In that capacity I

am the principal legal advisor to the Director, Combatant Status Review Tribunals, and provide

advice to Tribunals on legal, evidentiary, procedural, and other matters. I also review the record of

proceedings in each Tribunal for legal sufficiency in accordance with standards prescribed in the

Combatant Status Review Tribunal establishment order and implementing directive.

2. I hereby certify that the documents attached hereto constitute a tree and accurate

copy of the portions of the record of proceedings before the Combatant Status Review Tribunal

related to petitioner Martin Mubanga as of 30 October 2004 that are suitable for public release. The

portions of the record that are classified or considered law enforcement sensitive are not attached

hereto. Ihave redacted information that would personally identify the detainee’s family members

and certain U.S. Government personnel in order to protect the personal security of those individuals.

I have also redacted internee serial numbers because certain combinations of internee serial
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numbers with other information become classified under applicable classification guidance.

3. Further Tribunal proceedings have been ordered by the Director, Combatant Status

Review Tribunals, and are currently pending in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
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O Department of Defense
Director, Combatant Status Review Tribunals

OA~EC/Ser: 0 1 8 0
5 October 2004-

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

From: Director, Combatant Status Review Tribunal

Subj: REVIEW OF COMBATANT STATUS REVIEW TRIBUNAL FOR
DETAINEE ISN # ~.

Ref: (a) Deputy Secretary of Defense Order of 7 July 2004
(b) Secretary of the Navy Order of 29 July 2004

Encl: (1) CDR J. R. Crisfield ltr of 5 October 2004 (w/enclosures)

1. The record of proceedings for the subject detainee is returned to Tribunal Panel #5. The
Tribunal President is directed to make a determination of the reasonable availability of the three
witnesses requested by the detainee on his Detainee Election Form. If these witnesses are not
reasonably available and cannot provide evidence as an alternative to live testimony, then the
Tribunal will return their original report., along with a statement from the President regarding his
determination on reasonable availability, to the Legal Advisor for review in accordance with
reference (b). If any of the witnesses are reasonably available or can provide evidence as 
alternative to live testimony, then the Tribunal will re-convene to consider their testimony or
other evidence, deliberate, and vote on whether the detainee shall continue to be classified as an
enemy combatant.

2. If any members of Tribunal Panel 5 are not available to attend further proceedings, the
OARDEC Forward Commander is authorized to assign new members to the Panel for purposes
of this Tribunal provided that such new members have been previously assigned to a Tribunal
panel by the Director. Any Tribunal members who were not present for the original Tribunal
proceedings will listen to the audiotapes of those proceedings prior to deliberation and voting.

3. As a separate matter, the Tribunal will include an explanation of what additional information
it requested from the Recorder; whether additional information was procured by the Recorder;
and whether this information was considered by the Tribunal.

J. M. McGA1LRAH
RADM, CEC, USN

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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UNCLASSW][ED

5 Oct 04

MEMOP~ZNDUM

From: Legal Advisor
To: Director, Combatant Status Review Tribunal

Snbj: LEGAL SUTr~CIENCY REVIEW OF COMBATANT STATUS REVIEW TR_~UNAL
FOR DETA]2N-EE ISN # J

Ref: (a) Deputy Secretary of Defense Order of 7 July 2004
(b) Secretary of the Navy Implementation Directive of 29 July 2004

Encl: (1) Appointing Order for Tribunal #5 of 17 August 2004
(2) Record of Tribunal Proceedings

1. Legal sufficiency review has been completed on the subject Combatant Status Review
Tribunal in accordance with references (a) and (b). After reviewing the record of the Tribunal, 
fred that:

a. The detainee was properly notified of the Tribunal process, was present for the
unclassified portions of the Tribunal, and made a statement through his Personal
Representative.

b. The Tribunal was properly convened and constituted by enclosure (1).

c. The Tribunal complied with the provisions of references (a) and (b). Note that 
informatibn in exhibits R-7, R-8 and R-17 was redacted. The FBI properly certkfied in
exhibit R-2 and R-3 that the redacted information would not support a determination that
the detainee is not an enemy combatant. Additionally, on its own accord, the Tribunal
recessed and requested additional information from the Recorder. Unfortunately, there is
no further indication in the.Record of what information was requested and whether or not
it was provided. The Tribunal Decision Report should answer the questions of what
additional information was requested; what additional information, if any, was procured
by the Recorder; and what additional information, if any, was considered by the Tribunal.

d. The Tribunal’s handling of the detainee’s witness requests is confusing. The Detainee
Election Form indicates that the detainee requested the production of three witnesses: his
sister, brother, and aunt. The detainee claimed that his sister and aunt would testify that
he traveled to Zambia due to the ill health of his uncle. He claimed that his brother
would also testify to his reason for traveling to Zambia; and could also testify to sending
a valid passport to the detainee; and that the detainee traveled to Pakistan in order to fight
ha Kashmir, not Afghatfistan.

UNCLASSWIED
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LFNCLASSWIED

Subj: LEGAL SUFFICIENCY REVIEW OF COMBATANT STATUS REVIEW ~UNAL
FOR DETAINEE ISN # f

The Tribun’,d President’s decision memo regarding the witness requests only refers to
the requests for the detainee’s sister and brother. The President determined that the
detalnee’s reasons for traveling to Zambia and Pakistan were not relevant to the
Tribunal’s decision and therefore denied the request. The request for his aunt and the fact
that the brother would also testify that he sent the detainee a valid passport are not
mentioned in the decision memo.

The summary of Tribunal rulings on witness requests, contained in paragraph 4 of
enclosure (1) of the Tribunal Decision Report, only compounds the confusion over the
witness requests. The paragraph states that the President’s reason for denying the request
for the detainee’s brother and sister was that they were not reasonably available. This is
not accurate. The President never even reached the issue of whether or not the brother
and sister were reasonably available because he determined that their testimony was not
relevant. The summary of Tribunal rulings also confuses the witness request for the aunt,
who had substantive evidence to present to the Tribunal, with one of the detainee’s
sisters, who was not requested as a witness but is mentioned in the Detainee Election
Form as someone who can help locate the detalnee’s brother. The Tribunal’s confusion
is understandable, but it calls into question the accuracy of the President’s decisions.

Besides the Tribunal’s confusion, the President’s stated reason for denying the
witnesses was erroneous. First, the President did not consider the detainee’s proffer that
his brother would testify that he provided a valid passport to the detainee. Assuming as
we must that this proffer is accurate, then th~s testimony would tend to rebut the
Government’s assertion that the detainee "traveled with forged documents provided by a
facilitator." This testimony would therefore be relevant. Additionally, the statements
from the three witnesses as to the detainee’s reasons for traveling to Zambia and Pakistan
would also be relevant. While a detainee’s motive for joining or supporting al Qaeda is
irrelevant to a determination of their status as an enemy combatant, a detalnee’s reasons
for traveling to a country could be relevant to determining what they did there once they
arrived. In other words, if the detainee had claimed that he was forced to join al Qaeda,
then his motive would be irrelevant to the Tribunal’s purpose. In this case, however, the
detainee claimed that he was not a member of al Qaeda. Under these circumstances, the
detainee’s reasons for traveling to various countries was relevant. If the detainee’s
motive for traveling was to do something other than join or support al Qaeda, that
evidence could have some tendency, however slight, to make it less likely that the
detainee joined or supported al Qaeda.

The detainee made no requests for other evidence.

e. The Tfibunal’s decision that detainee # lis properly classified as an enemy
combatant was unanimous.
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~CLASS~IED

Subj: LEGAL SUFFICIENCY REVIEW OF COMBATANT STATUS REVIEW TRIBIJ’NAL
FOR DETAINEE ISN #~

f. The detainee’s Personal Representative was given the opportunity to review the
record of proceedings and declined to submit comments to the Tribunal.

2. The proceedings of the Tribunal are not sufficient and corrective action, as described below,
is required.

3. I recommend that the Record of Proceedings be returned to the Tribunal President with
direction to make a determination of the reasonable availability of the three witnesses requested
by the detainee as listed on the Detainee Election Form. If the witnesses are not reasonably
available, then the Tribunal should return their oriNnal report, along with a statement from the
President regarding his determination on reasonable availability, to the Legal Advisor. If any of
the witnesses are reasonably available, then the Tribunal should re-convene to consider those
witnesses’ tes ".t~mony. If any members of the Tribunal panel were not present for the original
Tribunal proceedings they should listen to the audiotapes of those proceedings prior to
deliberations and voting.

CDR, JAGC, USN

UNCLASSIFIED

3
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From: Director, Combatant Status Review Tribunals

Department of Defense
Director, Combatant Status Review Tribunals

17 Aug 04

Subj: APPOINTMENT OF COMBATANT STATUS REVIEW TRIBUNAL #5

Rcf: (a) Convening Authority Appointment Letter of 9 July 2004

By the authority given to me in reference (a), a Combatant Status Review Tribunal
established by "Implementation of Combatant Status Review Tribunal Procedures for
Enemy Combatants Detained at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba" dated 29 July 2004
is hereby convened. It shall hear such cases as shall be brought before it without further
action of referral or otherwise.

The following commissionedoffiqers shall serve as members of the Tribunal:

MEMBERS:

Colonel, U.S. Air Force; President .

Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Air Force; Member
(JAG)

~Lieutenant Commander, U.S. Navy; Member

Rear Admiral
Civil Engineer Corps
United States Naval Reserve
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HEADQUARTERS, OARDEC FORWARD
GUANTANAMO BAY, CUBA

APO AE 09360

28 September 2004

MEMORANDUM FOR DI1RECTOR, CSRT

FROM: OARDEC FORWARD Commander

SUBJECT: CSRT Record of Proceedings ICO ISN#u

1. Pursuant to Enclosure (1), paragraph ~)(5) oft_he Implementation of Combatant Status Review
Tribunal Procedures for Enemy Combatants Detained at Cntantanamo Bay Naval Base: Cuba
dated 29 July 2004, I am f~rwarding the Combatant Stares Review Tribunal Decision Report for
the above mentioned ISN for review and action.

2. If there are any questions regarding this package, point of contact on this matter is the
undersigned at DSN 660-3088.

Colonel, USAF
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SEC~T//NOFORN//X1

(U) Combatant Status Review Tribunal Decision Report Cover Sheet

(U~This Document is UNCLASSIFIED Upon Removal of Enclosures (2) and (4).

Ct-l) TRIBUNAL PANEL:

(U) ISN#: ~

#5

Ref: (a) (U) Convening Order for Tribunal #5 of 17 August 2004 (U)
(b) (U) CSRT Implementation Directive of 29 July 2004 (U)
(c) (U) DEPSECDEF Memo of 7 Jtfly 2004 (U)

Encl: (1) (U) Unclassified Summary of Basis For Tribunal Decision (U)
(2) (U) Classified Summary of Basis for Tribunal Decision (S//NF)
(3) (U) Summary of Detainee/Witness Testimony (U)
(4) CuD Copies of Documentary Evidence Pre~ented (S//NF//ORCON3)
(5) (U) Persgnal Representative’s Record Review (U)

1. (U) This Tribunal was convened on 25 September 2004 by references (a) and (b) 
make a determination as to whether the detainee meets the criteria to be designated as an
enemy combatant as defined in reference (c).

2..,(U) On,,25fi~ep,te.mber, 200.~4~e Tribunal determined, by a preponderance of the
evlaence, mar L~emmee #~s properly designated as an enemy combatant as defined
in reference (c).

3. (U) In particular, the Tribunal finds that this detainee is a member of al-Qalda as more
fully discussed in the enclosures.

4. (U) Enclosure (1) provides an unclassified account of the basis for the Tribunal’s
decision. A detailed account of the evidence considered by the Tribunal and its findings
of fact are contained in enclosures (1) and (2).

SECRET/~OFORN//X1 5143



UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

UNCLASS~IED SUMMARY OF BASIS FOR TRIBUNAL
DECISION

(Enclosure (1) to Combatant Status Review Tribunal Decision Report)

TRIBUNAL PANEL:
ISN #: ~

#5

1. Introduction

As the Combatant Status Review Tribunal (CSRT) Decision Report indicates, the
Tribunal has determined that this detainee is properly classified as an enemy combatant
and is a member al-Qaida. In reaching its conclusions, the Tribunal considered both
classified and unclassified information. The following is an account of the unclassified
evidence considered by the Tribunal and other pertinent information. Classified evidence
considered by the Tribunal is discussed in Enclosure (2) to the CSRT Decision Report.

2. Synopsis of Proceedings

The unclassified summary of evidence presented to the Tribunal by the Recorder
indicated that the detainee is a member of al-Qaida. The summary of evidence (exhibit
R-1) stated that the deta’mee joined al-Qaida in October 2000 after arriv’mg in Pakistan
from the UK. The summary of evidence alleged that the detainee engaged in hostilities
against the United States and it’s coalition partners. The summary of evidence further
alleged that the detainee participated in military training at AI-Farouq and other terrorist
associated schools for advanced training in Afghanistan. The summary of evidence also
indicated that the detainee trained with small arms, crew served weapons and rocket
propelled grenades ~G). The summary of evidence further alleged that the detainee
participated in actual combat operations aga’mst the Northern Alliance while serving on
the front lines in and around Kabul, Afghanistan. The summary of evidence stated that
the detainee traveled to Zambia in order to prepare for surveillance operations or possible
terrorist attacks against 33 Jewish Organizations based in New York City. The summary
of evidence stated that the detainee was captured in Zambia by Zambian Intelligence
authorities and turned over to United States Forces. The detainee chose to participate in
the Tribunal process. He called t~ee witnesses, presented two letters from two
wituesses, requested no unclassified or classified documents be produced, and presented
a sworn, written statement through his Personal Representative. In his written statement,
read aloud, to the Tribunal by the Personal Representative, the detainee retracted every
statement ever made to interrogators, Zambian, British and US authorities. The deta’mee
did not answer questions posed by the Tribunal. After consideration of the unclassified
and classified evidence, the Tribunal recessed to permit the recorder time to gather
additional evidence requested by the Tribunal. After all matters were considered, the
preponderance of evidence clearly showed that the deta’mee has been properly classified
as an Enemy Combatant. The Tribunal President’s evidentiary and witness rulings are
explained below.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO ~SN ~
Enclosure (1)
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

3. Evidence Considered by the Tribunal

The Tribunal considered the following evidence in reaching its conclusions:

a. Exhibits: D-a,R-1 throughR-19

b. Testimony of the following persons: written statement by ~
and written statement o~

c. Sworn statement of the detainee

4. Rulings by the Tribunal on Detainee Requests for Evidence or Witnesses

The Detainee requested three witnesses be produced for the hearing:

Witness President’s Decision Testified?

none rendered-admin error
not reasonably available
not reasonably available

no*

no*

no*

* The detainee requested three witnesses, however, the Tribunal President was presented
a request forl from the deta’mee’s Personal
Representative. If the request for Mrs. to the Tribunal President as
a witness, and not as a person that would help find another witness, the Tribunal
President would have denied the request. The Tribunal President believed the request
was not relevant in determining the detainee’s enemy combatant status.

The Detainee requested no additional evidence be provided.

5. Discussion of Unclassified Evidence

The Tribunal considered the following unclassified evidence in making its
determinations:

a. The recorder offered Exhibits R-1 through R-19 into evidence during the
unclassified portion of the proceeding. Extfibit R-1 is the Unclassified Summary of
Evidence. While this summary is helpful in that it provides a broad outline of what the
Tribunal can expect to see, it is not persuasive in that it provides conclusory statements
without supporting unclassified evidence. Exhibit R-2 and R-3 are FBI Redaction
Requests and provided no usable evidence. Accordingly, the Tribunal had to rely on the
detainee’s sworn testimony, the witnesses’ written testimony and looked to classified
exhibits for support of the Unclassified Summary of Evidence.

b. Essentially the only unclassified evidence the Tribunal had to consider was the
detainee’s sworn written testimony and the witnesses written testimony. A summarized

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO ISN ~
Enclosure
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

transcript of the detainee’s sworn written testimony as read aloud by the Personal
Representative is attached as CSRT Decision Report Enclosure (3). In sum, the Personal
Representative read the detainee’s written statement and the Tribunal read the two written
statements submitted by the detainee’s sisters. The Tribunal recessed to read the written
statements and reconvened the unclassified session. After reading all the unclassified
evidence presented to the Tribunal, the detainee was Nven the oppommity to make a
verbal statement. The detainee made his verbal statement through his Personal
Representative and the detalnee’s statement recanted all statements previously made to
interrogators and authorities. The detainee stated in his written statement that he made
previous statements under physical and emotional duress and asked the Tribunal to
disregard those statements. After the Personal Representative read the detainee’s
statement, a Tribunal Member asked one question which the deta’mee declined to answer.
Although the Tribunal did not fred the detainee’s testimony persuasive regarding the
allegations that he was a member of al-Qaida, the Tribunal turned to classified sources
for further clarification.

The Tribunal also relied on certain classified evidence in reaching its decision. A
discussion of the classified evidence is found in Enclosure (2) to the Combatant Status
Review Tribunal Decision Report.

6. Consultations with the CSRT Legal Advisor

No issues arose during the course oftNs hearing that required consultation with the
CSRT legal advisor.

7. Conclusions of the Tribunal

Upon careful review of all the evidence presented in this matter, the Tribunal makes the
following determinations:

a. The detainee was mentally and physically capable of participating in the
proceeding. No medical or mental health evaluation was deemed necessary.

b. The detainee understood the Tribunal proceedings.

c. The detainee is properly classified as an enemy combatant. Specifically, he is
a member of al-Qaida.

8. Dissenting Tribunal Member’s report

None. The Tribunal reached a unanimous decision.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO ISN ~
Enclosure (1)
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Respectfully submitted,

Tribunal PreSident
US

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO ~SN ~
Enclosure (1)
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UNCLASSIFIED / FOUO

Summarized Sworn Detainee Statement

When asked by the Tribunal President if the detainee understood the CSRT process, the
detainee stated, "yes."

When asked by the Tribunal President if the detainee had any questions concerning the
Tribunal process the detainee said, "no."

The Tribunal President stated: You may now present any evidence you have to the
Tribunal. Your Personal Representative may assist you if you wish. It is my
understanding that you wish him [Personal Representative] to read a statement on your
behalf, is that correct? [The Detainee stated]: That is correct.

The Personal Representative read the following hand written statement by the Detainee:

Since having been picked up by the Zambian authorities on the instructions of the
American government. I have been denied my fights physically and mentally.
Intimidated and abused. From the time I was being questioned by the Zambian,
Americans and British in Afi’ica denied legal fights abducted and brought to Guantanamo
Bay. Since arriving here the intimidation verbal abuse racial abuse has been forth
coming: For the Americans most intensely on 31s~ July 2003 from the direction of a
Spanish American iMP and on 15 and 22 June 04 by American interrogators. Only now
today 25/9/04 have I realized that I must over come my fears because I see now that the
Americans will not and have not allowed me access to my real lawyers who are taking
instructions from my sisters.

I see also that they w~l not allow me to have a fair trial and as such I see and know that
the duress and mistreatment that I am incurring shall not stop until they (the American
government) get the result they want.

I am, however, no longer a~aid and no longer care or fear for the consequences and I
feel somewhat strengthened by the fact that my sisters have got ajist of the troth and are
not afraid to speak and have spoke. As such it gives md the strength to do what I know
now is time to do. I retract everything I ever said from the time the Zambian authorities
picked me up on orders from the Americans until now the 25-9-04. Because of the fact it
was obtained from me by excessive duress.

The Tribunal President stated: At this time I would ask that you [detainee] verify
everything your Personal Representative has read in your behalf is tree to the best of your
knowledge. The Detainee replied: "Yes."

The Tribunal President asked the Detainee: Do you [detainee] have any other
comments or statements you would like to make to this Tribunal? The Detainee replied:

UNCLASSIFIED / FOUO

ISN ~
Enclosure (3)

Page 1 of 2
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UNCLASSIFIED / FOUO

Summarized Answers in Response to Ouestions by the Tribunal Members

Q. Why did you [deta’mee] travel to Afghanistan?

[The Detainee did not answer the question.]

The Tribunal President stated: He [deta’mee] has the fight not to answer any questions if
he chooses not to do so.

The Tribunal President asked the Detainee: Would you [detainee] like to answer
questions from the board or would you choose not to do so? The Detainee replied: You
[Tribunal] denied me access to witnesses who know the reason I went to Africa. Now
you [Tribunal] say that or they [US government] say that I went for such and such
reasons, where did they [US government] obtain this information? I have people to
verify what was spoken prior to my arrival in Africa as to why I went there. So, you
[Tribunal] want answers to something but yet you won’t let me (inaudible: get or give)
answers to something else. So, I wish not to say anyttfing other than what has been stated
by my Representative.

Q. Personal Representative, do you have any other evidence to present to this Tribunal?

A. No.

AUTHENTICATION

I certify the material contained in this transcript is a true and accurate summary of the
testimony given during the proceed’rags.

Tribunal President
USAF

UNCLASSIFIED / FOUO

ISN #~
Enclosure (3)

Page 2 of 2
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ISN#:

Personal Representative:~

(Name/Rank)

I~CLASSIFIED//FOUO

DETAINEE ELECTION FORM

speaks rapidly Oikely the reason the PR will speak from notes).

Date: 24 SEP 04

Start Time: 1020

End Time: 1215

US ARMY

ENGLISH
Translator Required? NO Language?

CSRT Procedure Read to Detainee or Written Copy Read by Detainee9. YES

Detainee Election:

[] Wants to Participate in Tribunal

[] Affirmatively Declines to Participate in Tribunal

[] Uncooperative or Unresponsive

Personal Representative Comments:

Detainee elected to participate. He will provide an oral statement through the PR. He will likely

comment on the individual points as well. His English is good, but very Africanized and he

Witnesses requested are his

whose

address can be obtained from his other sister

can provide background on Pakistan (to fight in Kashmir), he knows about

sending him his real passport (he did not travel on forged documents), and also knows the reason

he went to Zambia (uncles health). His aunt, Mrs. ~i~l~vould have to be reached through

as to ~ he went to Zambia.

Personal Representative

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Page_ / of ~- Exhibit~
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MEMO FOR RECORD

TO: PR-52

SUBJECT: WITNESS REQUEST FROM ISN ~

DATE: 24 SEP 2004
~ .2

ISN #~aas requeste ~ofwitnesses. The Detainee requested testimony from his
sister.,~and his brother,~. He stated that they would tdstify as to what
they th~reasons were for tgfi~’i~g to Zambia (his unele’s health) and to Pakistan
(to fight in Kashmir not in Afghanistan). It is my determination that what his family
believed were his reasons that he traveled to these locations is not relevant to this
Tribunal process so the requests for these witnesses are denied.

Tribunal President

Page ___~ of ~
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Combatant Status Review Board

TO: Personal Representative

FROM: OIC, CSRT (23 September 2004)

Subject: (U) Summary of Evidence for Combatant Status Review Tribunal - MUBANGA,
Martin

1. Under the provisions of the Secretary of the Navy Memorandum, dated 29 July 2004,
I~nplementation of Combatant Status Review Tribunal Procedures for Enemy Combatants
Detained at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base Cuba, a Tribunal has been appointed to review the
detalnee’s designation as an enemy combatant.

2. An enemy combatant has been defined as "an individual who was part of or supporting the
Taliban or al Qaida forces, or associated forces that are engaged in hostilities against the United
States or its coalition partners. This includes any person who committed a belligerent act or has
directly supported hostilities in aid of enemy armed forces."

3. The United States Government has previously determined that the detainee is an enemy
combatant, This determination is based on information possessed by the United States that
indicates that the detainee is a member of al Qaida and engaged in hostilities against the United
States or its coalition partners.

a. The detainee is a member ofal Qaida:

1. The detainee joined al Qaida in October 2000 after arriving in Pakistan.

2. The detainee visited an al Qalda house in Kandahar, Afghanistan where he observed
the 11 September 2001 attacks on television.

b. The detainee engaged in hostilities against the United States or its coalition partners:

1. The detainee received weapons training on the AK-47, the PK, and the RPG at the al
Farouq training camp in Afghanistan.

2. The detainee also received urban warfare training at the al Farouq camp.

3. The detainee personally observed Usama Bin Laden on at least one occasion while
the detainee was at the al Farouq camp.

4. After completing his training at al Farouq, the detainee served on the front lines near
Kabul, Afghanistan where he was armed with an AK-47.

during his time on the front lines.
The detainee stated that his position received fire from Northern Alliance forces
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6. The detainee arrived in this area in May 2001.

7. The detainee then received additional training before being sent to Kandahar in
October 2001 to defend against allied incursions.

8. After his service on the lines, the detainee traveled to Zambia.

9. The detainee undertook this travel in December 2001 and traveled with forged
documents provided by a facilitator

10. The detainee stated that he was tasked to look into a list of 33 largely New York-
based Jewish organizations.

11. The detainee stated that he received instructions to carry out violence against one, if
not all, of the groups listed in the aforementioned list.

12. In March 2002, the detainee planned to travel to the United States from Zambia.

4. The detainee has the oppommity to contest his designation as an enemy combatant. The
Tribunal will endeavor to arrange for the presence of any reasonably available witnesses or
evidence that the detainee desires to call or introduce to prove that he is not an enemy combatant.
The Tribunal President will determine the reasonable availability of evidence or witnesses.

UNCLASSIFIED 5153



Memorandum

To

From

Department of Defense
Office of Administrative Review
for Detained Enemy Combatants
Col. David Taylor, 0IC, CSRT

FBI GTMO

Date 09/22/2004

Subje~ REQUEST FOR REDACTION OF
NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION

Pursuant to the Secretary of the Navy Order of 29 July
2004, Implementation of Combatant Review Tribunal Procedures for
Enemy Combatants Detained at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba,
Section D, paragraph 2, the FBI requests redaction of the
information herein marked ~. The FBI makes this request on the
basis that said information relates to the national security of
the United States ~. Inappropriate dissemination of said
information could damage the national security of the United
States and compromise ongoing FBI investigations.

CERTIFICATION THAT REDACTED INFORMATION DOES NOT SUPPORT A
DETERMINATION THAT THE DETAINEE IS NOT AN ENEMY COMBATANT

The FBI certifies the aforementioned redaction contains
no information that would support a determination that the
detainee is not an enemy combatant.

The following documents relative to ISN
redacted by the FBI and provided to the OAR/DEC:

have been

FD-302 dated 03/21/2003
FD-302 dated 05/31/2003

~Redactions are blackened out on the OARDEC provided FBI
document.

2See Executive Order 12958

Exhibit_~
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Memorandum from to Col, David Taylor
Re: REQUEST FOR REDACTION, 09/22/2004

If need assistance please contact

ence Analyst

-2-
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Memorandum

To

From

Department of Defense
Office of Administrative Review
for Detained Enemy Combatants
Col. David Taylor, OIC, CSRT

FBI GTMO
~ounterterrorism Division

Date 09/24/2004

Subj REQUEST FOR REDACTION OF
INFORMATION

Pursuant to the Secretary of the Navy Order of 29 July
2004, Implementation of Combatant Review Tribunal Procedures for
Enemy Combatants Detained at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba,
Section D, paragraph 2, the FBI requests redaction of the
information herein marked I. The FBI makes this request on the
basis that said information relates to the national security of
the United States ~. Inappropriate dissemination of said
information could damage the national security of the United
States and compromise ongoing FBI investigations.

CERTIFICATION THAT REDACTED INFORMATION DOES NOT SUPPORT A
DETERMINATION THAT THE DETAIk~E IS NOT AN ENEMY COMBATANT

The FBI certifies the aforementioned redaction contains
no information that would support a determination that the
detainee is not an enemy combatant.

The following documents relative to ISN
redacted by the FBI and provided to the OARDEC:

lhave been

FD-302 dated 03/06/2003
FD-302 dated 04/14/2003

iRedactions are blackened out on the OARDEC provided FBI
document.

~See Executive Order 12958
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Memorandum from I Ito Col. David Taylor

Re: REQUEST FOR REDACTION, 09/24/2004

If need additional please contact

-2-
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My date of birth Is ~ ~Ig65 and I am a

banking administrator who is currently unemployed. I am

a British Citizen but was born In Luanshya,. Zambia. Fly

parents both died in Zambia some tJma age and [ have one

younger slsb~r and t~o younger brothers. The .second

eide~ of my s~blin~s ~s Na~in K~oka ~ubanga, L~e me

ha was born in Zambia but ~s a Bd~sh Q~zen. Na~ln’s

date of bl~h ~s ~e ~ 1972. He has had

various o~pa~ons but at the time he le~ the coun~ in

O~ober 2000 he was a mob~lke courier. He was not

ma~ied and had c~nve~ed ~ ~]am In ~8 mld-$£~0~. In

O~ober 2~80 he ~me to say. goodbye ~ me and said he

was ~ofn~ to Pak~an to ~y w~h ~ends and go to ~amic

S~ool there. He had conve~ed ~o ~lam ~n ~e mId-$990’s

although we were brough~ up aS Catholfc. [ am a ~un~

Cathol;c so we d~sa~reed abouL h~s conversion. H# ~aS a

bit rootless and ~lam gave h~m a sense of ~dentity, [ did
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not hear from him again unt.II January this year although I

believe he may have phoned my other brother and ~ister,

2. In 3anuary 2002 I visited Zambia Intending to be there f6r

about six to eight week~ to so,rt out some family affair~, I

was surprised to receive a phone call first from an aunt

telling me Nariin was coming to Zambia and then from

Martin himself asking him to meet me at: a particular place

in Lusaka. However I went with my cousin to meet him

and we took him back to my cousin’s place to stay. The

................ following day my partner called me from London to tel( me

that a report had appeared in the Sunday Times regarding

Martin being captured and held in Afghanistan await~ng

trial, t attach a copy of this article as Exhibit ~CLNI"., The

article was #axed to me and I showed it to Martin and he

said he had. lest hie’ British ~assport in Pakistan and

believed that someone else must be using his passport.

We had a discussion about it tn my cousin’s house and

decided that the best course of action would be for Nartin

to leave Lusaka and to go and visit: an’ aunt in the north

un~ffl any fuss had died down, Martin left after two days.

2
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However the Zambian IntelJigence Service got to hear

about it because my cousin told a friend who had }inks with

an intelligence Officer, Some ~Cntetligence Officers came te

question me and said they wanted to take Plartin into

protective custody before the Br|tlsh and the Americans got

hold of him, There were then atso some phone calls from

them and ]: told them where ~[ believed PlarUn to be, Then

the In~elIigence Officers arr/ved with armed police in a car

and Instructed me to pack a bag as ~ might not be

returning within 24 hours. They held me in a guest house

and then in the local police s~atien and.then demanded that

I take them to where my brother was,

I went with them on a five hour drive to Mufuiira in the

north, where :[ took them to my aunt, s house. They

searched her house and a~ked her where Martin was. My

aunt took them to a block of fiats and Martin came out with

them after about thlrb/ minutes. They then drove us to

another town Kitwe about one hour away,

Ply brother and ~ were placed In cellsin Kitwe Police Stal~on

under false charges of motor vehicle thef~ and left; in there

3
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overnight:. They then took me to the hotel where they had

stayed and que~Joned me about my passport. They had

been to]Q by my cousin’s friend f_has I had a BritJsh

Passpo~ as well as e Zar~bian passport but; I only had the

Zambian pa~spor~ in my possession. This is because [ had

sent my British Passport back to the UK as it did nof~ have a

Zambfan visa In it.

6. We then drove back to Lusaka and I was ~aken to the same

police station, The security officer at the police station in

............ Lusaka said I had to tell them everything :~ knew because

the British authorfties were Interested In spea~dng to me. [

asked him when the~, would be here and he sa~d they

would be here showy. However an hour later I was

charged with possession of false documen~ and this was

used as a Ju~-~:ification to keep me in ~he cells for the re~ of

¯ " ~e day and overnight.

, The following day they released me from the cell and.took

me to a motel close to the airport. Z was held there for two

weeks with a local policewoman sharing the room with me.

4
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MaKdn, A~er two weeks l~ley took me to another hotel

closer into town and I was held there for a week. I believe

Marbin was also held in the same motel and hotel but I did

not gee to speak to hlm In front of them,

8, On Saturday the 25th March they went to the house where

I had been staying ~nd ~icked. up the ree~; of my stuff which

~-" had been packed for me. They drove me to the airport and

took me through immigration all the way up to the tarmac

and put me on a British Airways flight to Gatw{ck. They

............ gave me my Zambian passpod: back but never re.turned.the

cell phone which they had confiscated from me. On the

way to the airpor~ one of the officers’ said "We are not yo0r

enemy. We are your friends. You don’t have to discuss

this with anyone."

I arrived at Getw;ck and went through immigration, AI;

immigration [ was escorted to one side by" a Special Branch

Officer who introduced himself and showed me an 1D Card.

He asked me ques&ions about Na~n and the la~ time ~

saw him and asked me for Martin’s address and my sister’s

and brother’s names and addresses and phone numbers.
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He asked me if Martin had asked me to do anyI:hing for him

and if so whal: and did I give Martin any.money or do

anything for him. He took away my passport to photocopy

it. When he gave me it back he fold me "that orleans from

Mt:~ and Mt6 would contact me.

I went home and the fallowing day :I was telephoned by

two o~cars from MlS,~and I ’ who

sold they needed to speak to me, They asked for my

nearest police sta~ion and I told them l~ was Hartesden,

.......... They called me back again and sold thL~ was not convenient ................

and would I go to Paddington Green, On the 27th or 28th

Notch I met them at 2pro at Paddlr~gton Green. Police

Station together with my partner who went wlth me. They

questioned me from 2pro until 4pro, They said they

wanted a profile of Martin and to establish whether he was

actively lnvolved in terrorist activities agaln~ any British

people In Afghanistan. TheY asked me questions about my

mo~her and father, when I came to the UK, wha~ schools

Martin had attended and Whe~jobs he had. They asked me

if he had any problems wlth the police (the only problems

he had had was when he was young for football
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hooliganism), t answered all their questions and dldn% ask

far a lawyer because :[ didn’t want them to think [ had

anything ’co hide. After ~hey had finished asking quest:ion~

my partner and :[ w~n~: for ~ drink w~th them in the pub;

have not heard back from ~hem since,

!1. I discovered my brother was imprisoned in Guanta’namo

Bay when :[ was ~lephaned By a Sunday ~m~ joumal~s~

ea abo~ the 3~h ApNI and an a~de subsequen~}y

appea~d in ~he Sunday ~mes saying ~at my brother had

be~ ~ken.~ere,. ’, ....

$2. Z belleve ~e contents of this s~-atement to be true.

DATBD ........................................................................
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STATEMENT OF~

EXHIBIT CH 1

This is the exhlblt referred to in the statement

referred to as exhibit "EX/CHI"
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IN THE_ROYAL_COURTS OF 3USTIC_E

O!/EEN’S B.ENCH DIVISIO~

umber:

THE ADHINISTRATIVE COURT

R
(:on the application Of ~and Martin Hubanga)

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE FOREIGN AND
COHHONWEALTH OFFICE

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE HONE DEPARTHENT

WITNESS STATEMENT OF,~II ~ : ’

~ILL SAY AS FOLLOWS.’

]: am the slster of Martin Mubanga who is detained in Guantanamo

Bay, There are four brothers and sisters in our f~mily, ~

who is the olclastt was born in $965. I was born In 1967, HeRin in

$972 anon $974, We were all born tn Zambia and our father

worked l:or the Government there. He died In 1975 and the family

came to the UK In 1976. Our mother was~and We
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were brought up Catholic. We lived in the Wembley area and our

mother worked as a AN Assistant Education & Welfare Officer. We

went to St Gregory’s School in Harrow, apart from a year when ~ was

about :~7 when Martin and I went to a Catholic boarding school In

Wales. Our mother was working for the Zimco Services Limited and

the time she thought she was going to be posted back to zambia, The

employers changed their mind so we came back to s~h~ol in London.

Martin got GCSEs in Math~ English, History, French and Geography.

He left school when he Was 16 In about :[988 or 1989. In t988 our

mother died aged 4~. of cerebral malaria, It was a very big blow to

Martin when she died so young, He was only 16 and ~ was only

14. ~had had a child and had le?c home so my brother~

stayed wi~h me for the next ten years and I looked after them, I have

no children myself.

Some time after leavlng school, Martin did an NVQ in construction at

Hendon College, After that he.was either unemployed or working as a

motorbike courier. He got in to some trouble over a fight and was

sent to Feltham Young Offender~ Institute for hooligan~sm, After he

was there there was a change in him and he started going to our local

mosque in Neasden. He h.ad fallen in love with an Asian Huslim
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woman. He wanted to marry her but the relationship broke up shortly

before he te~t the country. This caused him great distress, He left the

country at the end of 2000. He told me he was going to India or

Pakistan - I did not really understand the difference between the two

court,des, He had been s~ving up to go there and was going with a

friend. He rang me when he got there to say he had arrived. 3[

thought it was India but it might have been Pakistan. ~ didn’t hear

from him again for a long time. He lef~ me a message on the

answerphone saying he was okay but he couldn’t contact me for a

while because he was going to be travelling.

On 28 February.2002 I .received a letter from Dipesh Gadher of the

Sunday Times which is now produced and shown to me marked "KMI".

I did not reply to the letter because I knew Martin was In Zambia.

Martin had rung my brother~l~ to say he was there and

~as also visiting. Some time later I heard ~~l~and

Mar~in had been arrested in Zambia at the end of Narch. I heard

about this from ~when she came back from Zambia. The

first communication we had from Martin was dated 20 April from

Guantanamo Bay, This is now produced and shown to me marked

"KM2".
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Martin has never given any indication to me that he was Intending to

go to Afghanistan or anywhere el.~e to fight, I do not believe he is a

terrorist, Matin .writes letters to us from Guantanamo Bay in

_Jamaican slang. Three of these le~ers suggest he is suffering ill

treatment. Letters dated 24 Harch 2003, 31 Hatch 2003 and 30

Narch 2004 are now produced and shown to me marked "KNJ"

together with a transcript T have made, The first letter of 24 Niarch

2003 which refers to somebody thinking he is some kind of rent boy

suggests concern about sexual abuse or the threat of sexual abuse.

The second letter dated 31 Hatch 2003 suggests provocation and later

bribery using women, The word "radix" means police and the word

~buLters" m. eans wqmen. The third letter sent recently, an 30 March

2004 says ~well believe me it ain’t all good over here",

On 25 Narch 200#, [ accompanied my constituency NiP, Sarah Teather,

to a meeting with the Foreign Secretary Jack Sb’aw, I wanted to take

my solidtor Louise Christian to this meeting but was not allowed to do

so, Jack Straw would not say why the British Government had not

brought Mar~in back to thl~ country with the five detainees who were

returned, When asked why Martin had been left behind, Jack Straw

said that they had intelligence o.n Martin and that he could not

elaborate on this as to dp so would jeopardise the safety Of the
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source/informant bringing f=orth a security fssue, He added that it was

a matter for the Americans. 3ack S~raw did say that the British

Government knew that Nartin had bean detained in Zambia and did

not do anything for hlm. He said that they had had several reports.

lviartin has dual nat]onal[~ and holds both Zambian and 15finish

passports, 3ack Straw said that because Martin had entered Zambia

on a Zambian passport~ the Br~tish Governmetlt couldn’t interfere, He

said the only time they would be able to Intervene was once Nar~n

was taken to a third country. 3ack Straw said they he would look Into

the circumstances of Mar~In’s arresL

8~

My slster~ who ’was with Martin when he was detained is

~emporarily out of the country. However, she has given my

witness statemen~ regarding the circumstances of the erres~ and

now produced and shown to me marked

believe the conten~ of this witness statement to be true,

Signed

Dated;
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IN TH’E ROYAL.Cp.URTS OF JUSTICE

OUEEN’$ BENCH D~SIO,N,

Case .Number: ,

.,THE AD.HINT$1"EATIVE COURT.

R
(on the application of~ and Har~in Mubanga)

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE FOREIGN AND
COMMONWEALTH OFFICE

(2) THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE HOHE DEPARTHENT

This Is the exhibit referred to in the

to as exhibit "KM4"

statement of~referred
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UNCLASSIFIED/~OUO

Personal Representative Review of the Record of Proceedings

I acknowledge that on 27 September 20041 was provided the opportunity to review the
record of proceedings for the Combatant Stares Review Tribtmal involving ISN #1

~/~Ihave no comments.

__ My comments are attached.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

ISN #~
Enclosure (5)
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